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King Sean, House von Dehn <gnosticwisdom37@gmail.com>

22-89835 - The Kingdom of Heaven Found a Sean V. Johnson et al - Motion to Settle
Order of Default Judgement - Fraud
King Sean, House von Dehn <gnosticwisdom37@gmail.com> Wed, Jan 17, 2024 at 12:46 PM
To: "Ottawa SCJ Courts (MAG)" <ottawa.scj.courts@ontario.ca>

Good Wednesday afternoon to You,

How long does it typically take officers of an Ontario Superior Court of Justice to take
action when a federal crime is reported to You for which officers of this Court are
complicit, and liable to Me for aggravated harm for failing to guarantee the protect-Sean
of My rights according to Canada's Charter, International Law, and the Trustee Act of
Ontario?

Is this Court trying to suggest to Me that no Judge working for these Courts is familiar
with the Trustee Act of Ontario, or is it more reasonable for Me to presume that four
Judges failed to inherit the jurisdiction required to provide relief and remedy to Me
because they are complicit in the crime of trespass upon My Trust obligate-Sean's?

I'm just telling You, that as a Common Man who has no Idea what it is officers of this
Court use as a moral and ethical barometer to gauge humanity, but I would very humbly
suggest that if the Judge, Marc E. Smith just made a mistake, then he would be just as
angry and furious about the fraud as I am, would be very quick to respond to Me with an
apology, and apprehend the criminals causing Me harm and embarrassing his
reputation.

Now, if Marc E. Smith does NOT Wish to take action, I can only presume it's because
he's too egotistical and arrogant to concede that he made a mistake (which is very
childish and immature), OR he's complicit in the crimes and doesn't care how much
additional harm has been caused by his incorrect decision.

The FACT that the only reliable information regarding this Matter is the Court of Record
which clearly indicates that NO ONE has been appointed to represent My father's
interests in Court, makes it very difficult for this Man to believe this mistake was not
deliberate.  If it wasn't, then it's an example of extreme incompetence causing serious
harm to Me, and proving that Marc E. Smith is not qualified to be a judge for Canada's
Superior Court and should be terminated immediately before he causes more harm to
claimants who come before him simply because he's too incompetent and lazy to check
the Court of Record to see what the facts say, and too arrogant to correct this decision
when made known to him.

If Marc E. Smith does not reverse his incorrect decision based entirely upon fraudulent
testimony unsubstantiated by any facts, I Will presume he was bribed by opposing
counsel and should be criminally charged in his personal, private capacity because it's
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not believable that this is a mistake or oversight unless Marc is also completely
incompetent, in which case he should be removed from the bench forever.

These are federal crimes, the fraud has caused Me considerable emotional,
psychological, Spiritual and economic harm, and every day You allow the criminals to
continue to perpetrate their fraud, is another day You are aggravating the harm done to
Me.

Remember, My rights are supposed to be GUARANTEED by this Court (or any Superior
Court of any province or territory in Canada).  

Not as advertised, false advertising, no rights guaranteed by this Court, this Court only
endorses fiction and fantasy, imaginary facts.

Let Me know why YOU are thing King Marc E. Smith should not be liable to Me in his
personal, private capacity as an officer of the Court for failing to put the criminal harm
being done to Me by opposing counsel's fraud to a stop, and or for failing to correct the
wrongdoing when it is so blatantly and painstakingly obvious?

You can't put a stop to the harm being done to Me because 'You just don't feel like
holding criminals to account today"?

Shame, cause it's aggravating Me to death.

I require the contact inform a Sean for whomever accepts liability for the criminal
negligence of this Court, and Your REFUSAL to apprehend criminals causing Me harm
RIGHT NOW!  

And I would appreciate receiving that contact inform a Sean today.

This Court has demonstrated the professionalism of a Garden Brothers Circus.

King Sean, House von Dehn,
Hand of Stephen,
The Kingdom of Heaven Found a Sean 

[Quoted text hidden]


